
Clean Water Act Amendment of 1977

The Clean Water Act Amendment of 1977 establish three categories 

of pollutants:

• Toxic – chemicals which indirectly or directly cause death, 

disease, behavior abnormalities, cancer, genetic mutations, 

physiological malfunction, or physical deformities

• Conventional – Suspended solids and fecal coliform bacteria

• Nonconventional – Ammonia, chlorine, iron

Both the Clean Water Act and Clean Water Act Amendment of 1977 

have been widely acclaimed as one of the most significant pieces of 

environmental legislation passed by Congress (Danver 228).

Information

Please consider donating!

The Three Rivers Waterkeepers

Three Rivers Waterkeeper

Three Rivers Waterkeeper is a branch of the waterkeepers
organization in Pittsburgh that focuses on the safety
and cleanliness of the three major rivers in Pittsburgh. They
also look to then further everyone’s education about water
pollution and help clean up the waterways all over the world,
while promoting the stop of toxic waste dumping into our
waterways. Three Rivers also keeps our rivers safe
by patrolling all three rivers, testing and monitoring the water,
and enforcing the Clean Water Act on companies who are
dumping toxic waste into the rivers. The one other truly
important thing they do is educate the community on the
seriousness of water pollution and have people engage in the
work to clean the rivers. With all this work, Three Rivers
Waterkeeper aims to have clean enough river water to be
swam in, fished in, or drank from in all three rivers in order
to protect the community’s health, vitality, and economic
prosperity.

Three Rivers Waterkeeper (3RWK) was created in 2009

with the goal of improving and protecting the Allegheny,

Monongahela, and Ohio Rivers' water quality. These

waterways are crucial to our region's and towns' health,

vitality, and economic growth. 3RWK is a community's

scientific and legal champion, fighting to guarantee that our

three rivers remain safe to drink, fish, swim in, and

enjoy. Donating to 3RWK helps continue their programs, like

giving community education on the water, conduct water

monitoring, and continue to conduct river patrols.

Help keep our water clean! Donate now!
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Clean Water Act of 1972

The Clean Water Act of 1972, formally known as the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 (Danver 227) was

introduced in 1972, helping shift the federal responsibility of distributing water in the US to protecting the water. Three primary goals
were introduced for the act; the biological integrity of receiving water, meaning to prevent, reduce, and eliminate pollution in the waters;

maximize use of available technology, meaning to use the best technology available to keep the waters clean; and to have zero

pollution discharge (Danver 228). 3RWK operates primarily from the Clean Water Act, acting as an enforcer to the nation’s clean water
laws. 3RWK enforces the Act through reviewing water permits, collecting water quality data, and engaging through proceedings and

permit applications.

As a team, we were assigned to choose a local non-profit 

organization that expresses environmental issues. We could 

have chosen any non-profit organization in Pennsylvania, but 

we ended up choosing Three Rivers Waterkeeper. We chose 

this organization because we were all really interested in the 

ocean but realized the ocean doesn't necessarily impact us. 

So, the next best option was to focus on the local bodies of 

water near us and how they impact us and our environment.

Teamwork

Shea O'Donnell, Sara MacMurdo, Peter 

Canovali, and Steel Boyer and Prof. Boylan

Three Rivers Waterkeeper's Mission
• "To protect the water quality of the Monongahela, Allegheny, 

and Ohio Rivers"

• "To have drinkable, fishable, swimmable water in the 

Monongahela, Allegheny, and Ohio Rivers"

• Local Water Conditions - THREE RIVERS WATERKEEPER

Water Quality

RWK maintains high quality monitoring and sampling technologies to thoroughly and credibly investigate pollution threats and
incidents. 3RWK aim is to build lasting relationships with those who utilize the rivers for recreation and empower them to become
vocal water advocates. 3RWK informs them of the threats to our waterways, involve them in the protection of water quality, and
give them the tools to achieve the shared vision of fishable, swimmable, and drinkable water.

Pennsylvania Water Pollution

Pennsylvania, and Pittsburgh specifically, has been a high spot of pollution for years. Water pollution especially has become an issue due to many

issues like runoff, mine drainage, and toxic dumping. According to the Columbian Encyclopedia, "Virtually all water pollutants are hazardous to

humans as well as lesser species." For example, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection reported that 13% of the streams and

lakes that were tested showed signs of pollution and impairment. The three Pittsburgh rivers, the Ohio, Monongahela, and Allegheny, are prime

examples of this pollution as all three rivers are included in the nation's most toxic rivers. Pennsylvania has had so many issues with water

pollution. Just 11 years ago, Pennsylvania was ranked seventh in the country for toxins released into the water with 10.1 million pounds of toxic

waste. This heavy pollution that is destroying our water ways paints a bad image upon our state and takes away from the beauty that our state

possesses.
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The pH of rivers ideally should be around 7.4 for optimum quality and dissolved

oxygen should be around 6-8 milligrams per liter too. If the pH of the water is

too high or low, it causes the water to become unhealthy and can make people

sick if they ingest it. Too low or high of dissolved oxygen levels may be

detrimental to aquamarine life and causes the water quality to decrease,

ultimately making the water smell and taste bad.
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